Accurate, efficient, automatic methods for computing the complex error function to any precision are detailed and implemented in an American Standard FORTRAN subroutine. A six significant figure table of erfc z, ell erfc z, and eEl erfc( -z) is included for z in polar coordinate form with the modulus of z ranging from 0 to 9. The argand diagram is given for erf z.
Introduction
In computing many of the functions of mathematical physics, for example, Fresnel integrals, Dawson's integral, Voigt function, plasma dispersion function, etc., difficulties are frequently encountered. Since these functions may be expressed in terms of the error function of complex argument, we have chosen this function for Part IV.l The major part of the coding of the power series, continued fraction and asymptotic expansion computations for complex arguments will carryover equally well for other functions.
As Part I was devoted to the error function of a real variable, the probability function and other related functions, Part IV will only emphasize those functions and pitfalls due to complex arguments.
While accuracy over the entire domain of definition remains our main concern, the methods employed ensure efficiency, portability and ease of programming and modification.
If one supplies approximate values for the maximum machine value, minimum machine value, the upper bound of the sine, cosine routine, and the upper bound to the acceptable relative error and gives the square root of 1r to the required number of significant figures, the detailed methods will work for computations ranging from very low precision to multi-precision.
The argand diagram of erf z is included as well as the implementing ANS FORTRAN program and a six significant figure table of erfc z, e,l erfc z and e,l erfc( -z) for z in polar coordinate form with the modulus of z ranging from 0 to 9. Real type variables are used throughout to readily allow for double precision computation if greater accu· racy is needed. The machine dependent constants are placed in a labeled section at the beginning of the subroutine. Function references are likewise grouped together when possible and attention called to the statement labels of the remaining function references. Real and imaginary parts of complex variables have R and I as final characters.
Mathematical properties
Since EZ2CZ for z in the first quadrant is machine representable even with the real and imaginary parts of z equal to the maximum machine value CMAX (provided its reciprocal is larger than the minimum machine value CMIN), checking for the range of the argument z has been omitted. However, the extensive range necessitates a fair amount of testing for overflows. Underflows are assumed to be set to zero. Overflows are set equal to the maximum machine value and an error indicator IERR set for the number of functions affected. If only EZ2CZ lies outside the machine range, IERR 1, otherwise IERR = 3. As often as possible, computations are arranged so as to give the correct results for the three functions if they lie within the range of the machine.
In computing the modulus RHO = ...)(AZR)2 + (AZI)2 of a complex quantity AZ AZR + i AZI in the first quadrant, RHO may lie in the machine range but (AZR)2, (AZI)2 or their sum may be outside the range. We select the larger ARIMX and smaller ARIMN of either AZR or AZI, and compute the ratio RMNMX = ARIMN/ARIMX. A factor of RHO called PRHO is computed as the square root of (RMNMX"'RMNMX + ONE). This factor, which is greater than or equal to one and less than or equal to the square root of 2, can then be used to check for overflow. The quantity ARIMX must be less than CMAX divided by PRHO for RHO to lie in the machine range. A similar procedure is followed in computing the real and imaginary parts of (AZ)2 = Z2R + i AZ21 := (AZR)2 -(AZI)2 + i 2AZR'" AZI with first checking to ensure ARIMX is greater than or equal to 1.
Analysis has indicated and testing confirmed that the power series PS is most useful from the standpoint of accuracy and efficiency for RHO less than RHOLS( := 1.5) and when AZR is less than or equal to I provid. ed RHO is less than AELL (=v -In(TOLER)) where TOLER is the upper limit for the relative error. The continued fraction expansion CF is most useful for AZR greater than 1 and RHO greater than or equal to RHOLS. The asymptotic expansion AE is most useful for AZR less than or equal to 1 for RHO greater than or equal to AELL. For RHO greater than or equal to RHOLC (=VO.5/TOLER) a rearrangement of arithmetic operations for the first term of the asymptotic expansion is necessary to maintain the accuracy of EZ2CZ. In the continued fraction and asymptotic expansion regions only, EZ2CZ is first computed; it tends to zero for large I z I and the exponential of -z2 tends to infinity for small AZR. To maintain accuracy here, we compute the exponential of -Z2R16 and do continuous multiplication and testing with appropriate factors to obtain ERFC. The imaginary part of (AZ)2 is tested against ULSC, the upper limit of the sine, cosine routine. The dividing line RHO = AELL between the use of the power series and the asymptotic expansion and RHO = RHOLC are the only boundaries subject to the required precision. Single and double precision results, for example on the Univac 1108, are the results of two different methods in the region where RHO roughly lies between 4.3 and 6.4.
This mapping of the region ensures for the required precision that the least number of terms are computed and the loss of significance is kept to a minimum. While the second form of the power series is preferable for real positive z, since all terms are positive, the first form ensures greater accuracy for complex z since the real and imaginary parts of the terms may be positive, negative or zero for any RN( = n). The power series is there more rapidly convergent; the relative error may then be approximated by the ratio of the term to the sum of terms; comparison of this approximant with the tolerance for the relative error controls the number of terms needed. Since the terms tend to zero through underflow, there will always be convergence even if the tolerance is made considerably smaller than the precision of the machine. The power series is evaluated using recurrence relations in the following form: In determining the terminal value of RN, normalization is necessary to avoid overflows and underflows. The normalization factor TMAX is the maximum of the absolute value of the real and imaginary parts of TM and SUM. If TMAX equals zero or !TM/TMAX!2 underflows, RNF = RN.
If 1 SUM/TMAX 12 underflows, additional terms are obtained. Otherwise, if ! TM/TMAX 12/1 SUMI TMAX 12 is less than TOLER2, then RNF = RN.
The continued fraction expansion starts to converge more slowly as z tends to zero. The "even" form is used since the required number of terms is halved at the expense of very little extra computation for successive numerators and denominators. The continued fraction is evaluated by using the recurrence relations in the "forward" direction. The number of terms needed is determined by checking to see if the relative error of two successive convergents is less than the tolerance. On the other hand, if the relative error remains constant or starts to increase, the recurrence is terminated and the prior convergent taken as the value of the continued fraction. In this way, the process is always terminated when maximum precision is attained.
The "even" form of the continued fraction takes on the following implementation:
where
The relative error may be approximated by [
If the modulus squared of the relative error REM2(RN) is less than the square of the tolerance divided by 8, RNF = RN. If REM2(RN) is greater than or equal to REM2(RN -1), then RNF = RN -l. Normalization is likewise necessary here to avoid overflows in computing the relative error and its modulus squared and also in the generation of the successive convergents.
The asymptotic expansion is likewise evaluated using recurrence relations in the following form: The relative error may be approximated here by the ratio TM/SUM. The convergence test precedes the divergence test and is implemented as REM2less than (TOLER**2)/8 to attain greater accuracy in both the real and imaginary parts. If the modulus squared of the term remains the same or increases, the prior sum is taken as the final sum.
For z along the imaginary axis, the error function is purely imaginary; the real part of erfe z == I and of e.2 erfc z == e-(AZI)2. No difficulties arise in the use of the power series. However, since the asymptotic expansion is given for 1 z 1-00, the correction must be applied for AZR -O. If the real part of z is zero or positive, e.2 erfc z is valid for z throughout the entire machine range. Otherwise, the real part of z2 is essentially limited by the range of the exponential library subroutine with the imaginary part of z2 limited by the range of the sine, cosine library subroutine.
Accuracy and Precision
The maximum relative error, generally in erfc z, except for regions in the immediate neighborhood of zeros of the real and/or imaginary parts of the functions is BE-6 for single precision computation on the Univac 1108.
The precision may be varied by changing the value of TOLER.
Timing (Univac 1108 Time/Sharing Executive System)
The time estimates given below are highly dependent on the operating system environment and consequently should not be relied on for critical timing measurements. The language of the subroutine was checked for conformity with the PFORT VERIFIER.3 Test arguments were devised and used in the analysis of the subroutine with the PROFILER.4
The subroutine was used to obtain related functions which were checked against available published
Single precision results covering the 9 X 9 grid were compared against double precision results. This precision test particularly verified that the scaling operations were valid and undetected overflows had not occurred.
Where applicable, results were obtained by independent methods, for example, the power series and continued fraction, the power series and asymptotic expansion or all three methods. Otherwise, both forms of the power series or continued fraction were used. In addition, numerical integration of various forms of the integral representation was employed.
Test Values
Six-significant figure tables of erfc z, e.!2 erfc z and e,2 erfc( -z) are included in the appendix. The computations were performed with double precision arithmetic to provide more accurate values for checking purposes. The arguments are in polar coordinate form z = eel/J for e 0(.02).2(.1)3(.5)9, e = 0°(15°)30°, 
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